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ABSTRACT 

In  Kam (or Dong), a Tai-Kadai language spoken in Guizhou, Guangxi and Hunan provinces 

in Southwest China, some verbs can in complex verb constructions give up their predicating 

functions and be described as particles marking grammatical features such as 

tense/aspect/modality (TAM), direction, location, etc. 

The purpose of this paper is to investigate directional particles in Kam. There appear to be 

two different groups of directionals that can be distinguished by their semantic scope of action: 

one group is modifying the predicate without reference to the participants, the other group is 

modifying the predicate in reference to the participants. Criteria to distinguish those groups are 

given. Describing them in form of syntactic representations as used in Role and Reference 

Grammar will help to make those distinctions more obvious.  
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1 PARTICLES IN KAM 

In general, particles (as I use the term) are non-inflectional free morphemes, also sometimes 

called function words or structural words. They have grammatical function, no independent 
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lexical meaning, and cannot usually stand by themselves as independent constituents in a clause 

but rather modify those constituents that can stand alone.   

As Kam is an isolating language without inflection, the inflectional criteria is not of use to 

describe particles but the other criteria still stand. 

In Kam some verbs can function in a certain context as directionals, modifying the main 

verb in a clause, adding some direction to the action that takes place. Those verbs are no longer 

predicates – they lose that feature. In Kam there are two sets of directionals, distinguished by 

their scope:   

The first set of directionals (here called DIR1) modifies the predicate/main verb adding 

some kind of direction independent of the participants in a certain action/event. 

The second set of directionals (here called DIR2) modifies the action in a certain direction 

in reference to one of the participants (usually the speaker) 

Structurally, directionals DIR1 appear immediately after the verb while directionals DIR2 

allow an argument between the verb and DIR2. 

In Kam the verbs luih (descend) and qak (climb) fall under set 1, bail (go) and map (come) 

that fall under set 2. 

Examples (1)-(8) show those four verbs functioning as predicates in the clause, determining 

the set of participants/ arguments needed.
1
 

1.1 LUIH AND QAK FUNCTIONING AS PREDICATES IN THE CLAUSE: 

(1) pre-ting-04.016 

Gueec
2
 luih  touk  dees dih 

cow descend  arrive on the ground 

N V V PP 

The cows went down to the ground (context here: to the foot of the hills) 

 (2) pre-ting-04.012 

yaoc xais nyac luih dees dih bail. 

1SG let/CAUS 2SG descend on the ground go/DIR2 

PRON V/PRT PRON V PP V/PRT 

I let you descend to the foot (of the hills) 

 

 

 

                                                 
1
If a verb doesn’t function as a predicate in a certain construction, I add the function to the part of speech, e.g. 

V/PRT, and also add the respective gloss, e.g. go/DIR2.  
2
The last letter in a Kam word marks tone.  
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 (3) pre-ting-03.064 

Meeux  qak touk wul louc, 

Cat climb arrive/ASP on building 

N V V/PRT PREP N 

The cat climbed onto the building. 

 (4) pre-ting-04.040,41 

maoh qingk yags, suh qak jenc bail jil nyangt. 

3SG very  hungry right away climb mountain go/DIR eat grass 

PRON ADV A/V  ADV V N V/PRT V N 

(Because) he/it is very hungry (he) climbs up the mountain (to) eat grass 

In all four examples luih or qak is the predicate, the main verb of the event, further modified by 

touk (marking Aspect) in  (3) and bail (DIR2) in  (2) and  (4). 

1.2 BAIL AND MAP FUNCTIONING AS PREDICATES IN THE CLAUSE: 

(5) Grad3-1-1.057 

Maoh map touk nugs dol sax, 

3SG come arrive/ASP outside door grandma 

PRON V V/PRT PREP N N 

He comes to grandma’s door/ arrives outside of grandma’s door. 

 (6) CS Sax Jeml Sax Nyaenc.046 

(yaoc) eengv yaot eep map sat yaoc. 

1SG also fear 3PL come kill 1SG 

PRON ADV V PRON V V PRON 

I also fear they come (and) kill me. 

(7) CS-dong wedding.060 

maoh bail yanc lagx hank, 

3SG go house child young man 

PRON V N N N 

She goes to the young man’s house. 

(8) CS-thief story.027 

Maoh baov: “yaoc bail lax!” 

3SG say 1SG go ?
3
 

PRON V PRON V PRT 

He says: « I’m going! » 

In all four examples map or bail is the predicate, main verb of the event, further modified by 

touk (marking Aspect) in (5). In  (6) map is one of two predicating verbs in a complex 

construction. 

                                                 
3
A question mark in the gloss signals that I am not sure about the meaning. 
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2 DIRECTIONALS 1 

2.1 LUIH AND QAK FUNCTIONING AS DIRECTIONALS DIR1 IN THE CLAUSE: 

Some verbs, mainly verbs of motion, such as biiul (jump), dogl (drop), laengh (run), etc. 

can take a directional modifier as shown in examples (9)-(13). The main verb is frame marked, 

the modifying directionals marked DIR1. 

(9) kzVI.093. 

(maoh)  nuv geml dogl luih yangx, suh 

3SG see rice-mortar  drop down/DIR1 STAT simply 

PRON V  N V V/PRT PRT ADV/CLM 

laos bail jil. 

go.into go/?DIR2 eat 

V V/PRT V 

He sees the rice mortar drop down, (so) he right away enters (it) (to) eat 

 (10) kzVI.093.2 

(maoh) nuv geml  jiml qak, suh 

3SG see rice-mortar set.upright climb/DIR1 right away 

PRON V V     N V V/PRT ADV/CLM
4
 

gaenx laengh ugs. 

together run outwards 

? V PPREP/V 

It sees the rice mortar rise, (he) immediately runs out(wards). 

 (11) kzVI.100.2? 

Nongx  yaot  gungc, laengh  qak  wul meix. 

younger.sibling fear very run climb/DIR1 on tree 

N V ADV V V/PRT PREP N 

The younger brother is (so) afraid (that) he hurries up a tree. 

 (12) Grad3-2Sem.043,044 

Nouc wox, mangv jav ags dogl  luih  jemc meix 

Who know side there2 self drop descend/DIR1 cave new 

WH V N DEM REFL V V/PRT N      A 

yaoc jah bail yangx, 

1SG there1 go/DIR2 STAT 

PRON DEM V/PRT PRT 

Who (could have) known, (that) over there he himself would fall down into (his) new cave. 

 

 

 
                                                 
4
CLM means Clause Linkage Marker. 
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 (13) kzVI.085.3,4 

Bux xangk  "Loc Fongh weex mangc  biiul qak 

Fathe think Lo Fong why jump climb/DIR1 

N V name Q V V/PRT 

biiul luih?" 

jump descend/DIR1 

V V/PRT 

Father thought : “why is Loc Fongh  jumping up and down?” 

In all of these examples the main verb (dogl, jiml, laengh, dogl, biiul) is modified by either luih 

or qak, which gives the motion a certain direction. But the motion has no reference to any 

participant of the state of affairs (the person jumping/falling or the tree climbed on, etc.). Luih or 

qak appears immediately after the verb, allowing no argument in-between it and the predicate. 

Also, luih and qak are no longer predicating: they have no influence on number or kind of the 

arguments/ participants in the event.  

In some of these examples, the verb modified by a DIR1 is part of a more complex sentence 

structure. This is dealt with later.  

3 DIRECTIONALS 2 

3.1 BAIL AND MAP FUNCTIONING AS DIRECTIONALS DIR2 IN THE CLAUSE: 

Directionals 2 indicate that the entire event is given a certain direction or is happening in a 

certain direction. They modify a much broader class of verbs than DIR1.  

Below, four examples (14)-(17) are given with bail and map functioning as DIR2 modifying 

the main verbs (xonv, jogc, begx, and qamt). These examples also show that the position of 

DIR2 in the clause is different from that of DIR1. DIR1 immediately follows the verb it 

modifies; DIR2 allows an argument between the verb it modifies and itself. (Again, main verbs 

will be frame marked, directionals marked DIR1, DIR2. 

(14) kzIII.005.2 

Maoh qamt touk geel yanc maoh map. 

3SG walk arrive/ASP LOC house 3SG come/DIR2  

PRON V V/PRT PRT N PRON V/PRT 

He walks (and arrives) towards his home 

In (14) we have one event: someone walks home. Map indicates the direction, towards his home 

(and towards the speaker/narrator). Touk functions as aspect marker, indicating that that person 

actually arrives there.  
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(15) pre-ting-04.023,24 

Wah wenp, suh xonv qak menl bail. 

Speak finish/ASP right away return climb/DIR1 heaven go/DIR2 

V V/PRT ADV/CLM V V/PRT N V/PRT 

Having finished talking, (he) right away returns up to heaven. 

In (15) the main event is the returning (of someone) to heaven. It’s a climbing, that is, it’s an 

upward movement and it’s towards heaven (from earth, the position this ‘person’ is - the 

reference point of the motion).  

(16) Grad3-1Sem.070,71 

Yangc Nyih nuv bux Nyoh jogc, maoh buh 

Yangc Nyih see father Nyoh kneel 3SG also 

Name V N name V PRON ADV 

jogc luih map. 

kneel descend/DIR1  come/DIR2 

V V/PRT V/PRT 

Yangc Nyih sees Nyoh’s father kneeling, he also kneels down. 

In (16) there are two events: a person seeing someone kneeling and that person then kneeling as 

well. Here we focus only on the second clause, someone is kneeling. The kneeling has a 

downward direction, indicated by luih, and the whole event/movement has a direction as well, 

towards the narrator/reference point, indicated by map. 

(17) kzII.041.1  

Maoh begx luih yav bail. 

3SG fall/tumble down/DIR1 field go/DIR2 

PRON V V/PRT N V/PRT 

He falls down (into) the field. 

In (17) the main event is someone tumbling/slipping down (into) a field. The tumbling/slipping 

gets a direction (downwards) luih. There’s also an additional direction marking the direction the 

3SG is slipping; into the field, indicated by bail. 

Just as DIR1 particles are not predicating, so in these four examples bail and map are not 

predicating either, they have no influence on number or kind of the arguments/ participants of 

the event. In (14), (15) and (17) it’s possible to leave out the DIR2. The process of adding a 

locative argument to a motion verb is independent of the directionals. 
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4 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Before discussing complex sentence constructions, some basic introduction into Role and 

Reference Grammar (RRG) theory will be given first, as the framework of RRG will be used in 

the further discussion of examples. 

4.1 SOME GENERAL INTRODUCTION TO RRG THEORY 

In this paper we are mainly interested in the syntactic representation of the clause as RRG 

theory uses it and therefore this introduction will be restricted to it (Van Valin 2005). 

In RRG theory the syntactic representation is based on the distinction between predicating 

and non-predicating elements on one side and among the non-predicating elements between 

arguments and non-arguments on the other side. Morphemes that have only grammatical 

function (e.g. TAM or tense markers) are called operators. 

RRG theory uses a hierarchical sentence structure, called The Layered Structure of the 

Clause (LSC). The syntactic unit that contains the predicate is called nucleus (NUC); the unit 

which contains arguments as well as the NUC is called core (CORE). The clause consists of the 

core plus non-arguments. In addition, clause and core may have various special positions 

(language specific), left/right-detached positions and pre/post-core slots respectively. 

The Operators do have scope over certain levels of the clause, that is, they may modify 

those: aspect, directionals and negation have scope over the nucleus, modality (deontic), 

directionals, event quantification and negation have scope over the core, and tense, status, 

evidentials, and illocutionary force have scope over the clause. 

In complex sentences structures, three linkage types are distinguished on each level of the 

clause: coordination, subordination and cosubordination. Subordination reflects a structural 

dependence, cosubordination reflects operator dependence. 

Formally the LSC is represented in the constituent projection and the operator projection. 

Both are linked via the verbs. Having two different projections for constituents (predicates, 

arguments and non-arguments) and operators reflects their different functions.  

4.2 DISCUSSING DIRECTIONALS IN KAM IN THE CONTEXT OF RRG THEORY 

RRG theory distinguishes two different operators that are directionals. One is a nucleus 

operator, the other a core operator. Directionals as nucleus operators modify the “orientation of 

the action or event without reference to the participants involved,” whereas directionals as core 

operators express “the orientation or motion of one participant with reference to another 

participant or to the speaker” (Van Valin 2005:9). 
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The directionals DIR1 and DIR2 as discussed in this paper can be identified as nucleus 

operators (DIR1) or core operators (DIR2). 

Using a formal representation of the clause will help to better understand the different 

examples discussed, that is, by giving a visual help. 

5 COMPLEX SENTENCE CONSTRUCTIONS: VERB VS DIR 

This section deals with complex verb constructions, that is, sentences with more than one 

predicate. Here it is often a challenge to identify verbs describing events, distinguishing them 

from verbs that are merely functioning as modifiers. Six examples (18)-(23) are given, where 

verbs as bail, map, luih, and qak function either as predicates or directionals.  

(18) kzVI.124.4  

Il maenl, Beix Yenh yenl mungl qak jenc 

One day  Bei Yen carry basket climb mountain 

QNT N name V N V N 

bail daenl  lac. 

go/DIR2 collect mushrooms 

V/PRT V N 

One day, Beix  Yenh lifts the basket, climbs the mountain (and/ in order to) collect(s) 
mushrooms. 

In (18) we have three events: carrying/lifting a basket, climbing a mountain, and collecting 

mushrooms. Qak is a main verb in the sentence, predicating the second event (someone climbing 

a mountain). It is not modifying the first main verb, yenl, giving it a direction. Structural criteria 

can be used to verify this. If qak were functioning as DIR1, it would immediately follow the 

verb yenl, and the argument (mungl) would follow qak. Also, here qak has its own set of 

arguments, Beix Yenh as well as the locative argument jenc. Bail on the other hand is 

functioning as DIR2, modifying qak, indicating that the person climbing is going towards 

somewhere (the mountain). 

(19) kzIII.070.1  

Neix maoh yenl baenl mal luih map. 

Mother 3SG lift.up bamboo cooked dish descend come/DIR2 

N PRON V N N V V/PRT  

His mother lifts the dish (and) comes down 

In (19) we have two events, the carrying of a dish and the coming down/descending. Luih is not 

modifying the lifting (yenl). Structurally this is made clear by allowing the argument of lift 

(baenl mal) to occur between yenh and luih. If luih were modifying yenh it would occur 
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immediately after yenl and the argument of yenh, baenl mal, would follow luih.  Also, map 

would then modify yenl as well, instead of modifying luih, as is the case here. 

   

                             

                                SENTENCE 

  

                                              CLAUSE 

 

                       CORE                                     CORE            PER 

 

                         NUC                                         NUC  

                                                                                               NUC 

                        PRED                                      PRED 

 

 NP                     V                  NP                       V                  V 

 

Neix    maoh    yenl        baenl    mal               luih            map. 

mother 3SG      lift.up   bamboo cooked.dish  descend    come/DIR2 

 

                           V                                               V 

 

                         NUC                                         NUC 

 

                       CORE                                      CORE       DIR 

 

                                             CLAUSE 

              

                                          SENTENCE 

 

  

Figure 1: Formal representation (constituent as well as operator projection) of example (19) 

 

Figure1 gives a formal representation of example (19). It reflects the above discussion, 

having two cores in the clause with the predicates yenl and luih in their respective nuclei. Map 

as directional DIR2 is modifying the second core, indicated with the arrow at the core node in 

the operator projection. It is also represented in the constituent projection (without the PRED) as 

it is formally still a verb, functioning as predicate in other contexts.  If map or the other 

directionals in Kam were purely operators, that is, had lost all their predicating features in any 

context and therefore could not be interpreted as verbs but only as particles, they would be 

represented in the operator projection only. Grammaticalization in Kam hasn’t gone that far yet. 

But perhaps in future it will, and then it would be necessary to take the modifier link out of the 

constituent projection. 

 (20) CS Sax Jeml Sax Nyaenc.077  

(maoh) suh laengh luih map qit 

3SG right away run descend/DIR1 come/DIR2 light 

PRON ADV/CLM V V/PRT V/PRT V 

buil dunl naem  xugs nas, 

fire heat.up water wash face 

N V N V N 

(he) runs down, lights the fire, heats up water for washing the face. 
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In  (20) three events happen; running down, lighting fire and boiling water. The predicate in the 

first event, laengh, is modified by two directionals, luih (DIR1) and map (DIR2). Neither luih 

nor map is a predicate here; there is only one event. In the absence of a second argument in this 

case only context can clarify this. In the last event, heating up water, naemx xugs nas is a 

complex NP (noun phrase), with xugs nas modifying naemx. 

  
 

                                                   SENTENCE 

 

               CLM                              CLAUSE 

 

 

                           CORE                            PER       CORE               CORE       

 

                            NUC           PER                          NUC          NUC           

                                                                                            NP                        NP 

                            PRED                                         PRED         PRED   

 

                                                 NUC           NUC 

 

    (NP)                   V                  V                V           V               V              

 

 (maoh)  suh      laengh           luih           map        qit   buil  dunl   naemx xugs nas, 

 3SG  right.away   run     descend/DIR1 come/DIR2 light  fire heat.up water.wash.face 

 

                               V                                                    V              V                   

 

                           NUC        DIR                                NUC        NUC       

 

                         CORE                     DIR                CORE     CORE         

 

                                                              CLAUSE 

 

                                                            SENTENCE 

  

Figure 2: Formal representation of example  (20) 

 

Figure 2 shows both constituent and operator projections for example  (20). Again, the three 

events are reflected by having three cores in the clause with the three predicates in the respective 

nuclei. Luih as DIR1 is modifying the first NUC node, map as DIR2 is modifying the CORE 

node of the same event
5
. (Again, both verbs appear in both projections for the reasons given 

above) 

(21) Grad3-2Sem.029 

Nyimp dah jenc map yanc jil oux hedp. 

Nyim from mountain come house eat rice early morning 

Name PREP N V N V N ADV 

Nyim comes home from the mountains to eat  breakfast 

                                                 
5
The CLM in this example links the represented clause semantically to the previous clause. This is formally 

indicated by the arrow link to the clause in the constituent projection. 
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In (21) two events are described, someone coming home and someone eating breakfast. Map is a 

predicate, as it has its own set of arguments, Nyimp and yanc. It is not modifying dah, which can 

sometimes be interpreted as a verb, meaning passing by or crossing. Structurally that would be 

possible with jenc as an argument between dah and map, but with the additional argument yanc 

this can be ruled out. 

The following two examples (22) and (23) are contrastive examples for the function of map. 

(22) Grad3-1Sem.058 

Maoh ags wanp liagc laengh xonv yanc map, 

3SG self secretly run return house come/DIR2 

PRON REFL ADV V V N V/PRT 

He himself secretly runs (and) returns home 

In (22) we have two events, someone running (laengh) and someone returning (xonv) home. 

Laengh is modified by wanp liagc (secretly). Map is modifying xonv by giving it a direction, 

towards the reference point; it no longer has a predicating function. 

(23) CS-dong wedding.004a 

nyenc gueenv ledp map yanc lagx miegs jil oux, 

person? familiar.with all come house child female eat rice 

N A QNT V N N A V N 

The relatives all come to the young woman’s house to eat rice, 

      CS-dong wedding.004b 

sunx lagx miegs xonv map yanc. 

bring child female return come house 

V N A V V N 

(they) take (here most likely carry) the young woman (and) return (and) come  home. 

In (23) we have two groups of events, coming and eating, and carrying, returning and coming 

home. Structurally this is described by using two clauses, with the first argument missing in the 

second clause (discourse feature). For our purposes here we consider only the second clause with 

its three events (sunx, xonv and map). All three verbs are functioning as predicates in this 

clause, having their own set of arguments (sharing the missing argument, the relatives). If map 

were modifying xonv as a directional, it would follow yanc, as is the case in (22) with the 

argument between predicate and DIR2. The formal representations given in Figure 3 and 

Figure 4 reflect this different behavior of map (highlighted part). Map in Figure 3 as DIR2 

modifies the second CORE node, map in Figure 4 as predicate occurs in the NUC of the second 

core. 
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              Maoh  ags   wanp liagc        laengh       xonv         yanc       map, 

               3SG   self      secretly             run           return       house  come/DIR2 

 

                                                                 V             V 
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                                                                SENTENCE  

 

Figure 3:  Representation of example (22) 
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(Eep)    sunx     lagx  miegs        xonv          map       yanc. 

(3PL)    bring     child female       return        come      house 

 

                V                                      V              V  

 

             NUC                                 NUC        NUC 

 

            CORE                              CORE     CORE 

 

                                         CLAUSE 

 

                                      SENTENCE 

 

  

Figure 4:  Representation of example (23) 

 

6 SUMMARY 

 In Kam the verbs luih (descend), qak (climb), bail (go), and map (come) can function as 

either predicates or as directionals. Two sets of directionals can be distinguished, those 

modifying only the event in giving it a direction without reference to any of the participants,  
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DIR1 (qak and luih), and those giving orientation to the whole event in reference to the 

participants involved, DIR2 (bail and map). Using RRG as a theoretical model, directionals 

DIR1 were identified as nucleus operators, directionals DIR2 as core operators. The formal 

representations used in the theory helped to make explicit the different functions of those verbs 

as well as the structural organization of complex sentences. 

APPENDIX: ABBREVIATIONS 
 
1SG 1

st
 person singular 

2SG 2
nd

 person singular 

3PL 3
rd

 person plural 

3SG 3
rd

 person singular 

A adjective 

ADV adverb 

ASP aspect 

CAUS causative 

CLM clause linkage marker 

DEM demonstrative 

DIR directional 

LOC locative 

LSC layered structure of the clause 

N noun 

NP noun phrase 

NUC nucleus 

PREP preposition 

PRT particle 

PER periphery 

PP adpositional phrase 

PRED predicate 

PRON pronoun 

Q question marker 

QNT quantifier 

REFL reflexive pronoun 

RRG role and reference grammar 
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STAT status 

TAM tense/aspect/modality 

V verb 

WH content question word (who, where, when, etc.) 
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